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in my opinion, ishizuchi had a nice speed 27,5 knots produced below Myogi full upgraded propultion 28 knots but still better
than another tier IV BB cuz they can't even reach 25 knots speed.try to not broadside so often and don't go alone. recommended
to accompany with other vessels cuz she had a bad AA protection & very weak horizontal armor. she had 5x2 305mm main
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battery for full broadside salvos so you need to angling your foockin' azz if you won't got r4ped by enemy vessels. for pack
bonuses ehhhhh not bad. but for the prices not worth it better wait for 95% off discount or even free gift or maybe bought other
vessels pack instead XD.. The Ishizuchi looks like a nice deal. It comes with a naval ship slot (you can have a limited number of
ships in dock), a 6 point captain, and renewable camouflage. The ship plays well as a nice change from tiers I-III but is fairly
average. As a tier IV BB you won't often use it once you get to tier V. There are 10 tiers and tiers V-X are used to obtain in-
game bonuses; tier IV gives you nothing so once you have those ships you will want to sell them to make room for ships that do
allow you to earn in game bonuses. Also, as a premium ship you cannot even use the earned XP playing to advance through to
get better ships (you can only do that with non-premium ships). The Ishizuchi is therefore a low tier unexciting ship that offers
you little incentive to play it once you reach a natural progression point in the game. It does give you a little bonus to in game
currency though and that might encourage you to play it early in your game career. At AU$35 this package is entirely not worth
it. Even when on special for $5 it is of questionable value. Buy it only if you like the look of the ship and want a tier IV
premium. A note on the containers: Like all loot boxes these have random material in them and in general the loot is pretty poor.
I have opened at least seven of these and gotten five consumable camouflages and six consumable flags in each: hardly
worthwhile (can earn similar drops in-game for free at tier V). Sure, you might be lucky and get 500 doubloons (in-game
currency you buy) but this is unlikely. Like most companies that try to con you to buy loot boxes, Wargaming does not advertise
the actual percentages. So only engage if you like to gamble: because that is exactly what you are doing with your money.. in my
opinion, ishizuchi had a nice speed 27,5 knots produced below Myogi full upgraded propultion 28 knots but still better than
another tier IV BB cuz they can't even reach 25 knots speed.try to not broadside so often and don't go alone. recommended to
accompany with other vessels cuz she had a bad AA protection & very weak horizontal armor. she had 5x2 305mm main battery
for full broadside salvos so you need to angling your foockin' azz if you won't got r4ped by enemy vessels. for pack bonuses
ehhhhh not bad. but for the prices not worth it better wait for 95% off discount or even free gift or maybe bought other vessels
pack instead XD.. in my opinion, ishizuchi had a nice speed 27,5 knots produced below Myogi full upgraded propultion 28
knots but still better than another tier IV BB cuz they can't even reach 25 knots speed.try to not broadside so often and don't go
alone. recommended to accompany with other vessels cuz she had a bad AA protection & very weak horizontal armor. she had
5x2 305mm main battery for full broadside salvos so you need to angling your foockin' azz if you won't got r4ped by enemy
vessels. for pack bonuses ehhhhh not bad. but for the prices not worth it better wait for 95% off discount or even free gift or
maybe bought other vessels pack instead XD.. 95% discount was very sweet.. The Ishizuchi looks like a nice deal. It comes with
a naval ship slot (you can have a limited number of ships in dock), a 6 point captain, and renewable camouflage. The ship plays
well as a nice change from tiers I-III but is fairly average. As a tier IV BB you won't often use it once you get to tier V. There
are 10 tiers and tiers V-X are used to obtain in-game bonuses; tier IV gives you nothing so once you have those ships you will
want to sell them to make room for ships that do allow you to earn in game bonuses. Also, as a premium ship you cannot even
use the earned XP playing to advance through to get better ships (you can only do that with non-premium ships). The Ishizuchi
is therefore a low tier unexciting ship that offers you little incentive to play it once you reach a natural progression point in the
game. It does give you a little bonus to in game currency though and that might encourage you to play it early in your game
career. At AU$35 this package is entirely not worth it. Even when on special for $5 it is of questionable value. Buy it only if you
like the look of the ship and want a tier IV premium. A note on the containers: Like all loot boxes these have random material in
them and in general the loot is pretty poor. I have opened at least seven of these and gotten five consumable camouflages and six
consumable flags in each: hardly worthwhile (can earn similar drops in-game for free at tier V). Sure, you might be lucky and
get 500 doubloons (in-game currency you buy) but this is unlikely. Like most companies that try to con you to buy loot boxes,
Wargaming does not advertise the actual percentages. So only engage if you like to gamble: because that is exactly what you are
doing with your money.. 95% discount was very sweet.. The Ishizuchi looks like a nice deal. It comes with a naval ship slot (you
can have a limited number of ships in dock), a 6 point captain, and renewable camouflage. The ship plays well as a nice change
from tiers I-III but is fairly average. As a tier IV BB you won't often use it once you get to tier V. There are 10 tiers and tiers V-
X are used to obtain in-game bonuses; tier IV gives you nothing so once you have those ships you will want to sell them to make
room for ships that do allow you to earn in game bonuses. Also, as a premium ship you cannot even use the earned XP playing
to advance through to get better ships (you can only do that with non-premium ships). The Ishizuchi is therefore a low tier
unexciting ship that offers you little incentive to play it once you reach a natural progression point in the game. It does give you
a little bonus to in game currency though and that might encourage you to play it early in your game career. At AU$35 this
package is entirely not worth it. Even when on special for $5 it is of questionable value. Buy it only if you like the look of the
ship and want a tier IV premium. A note on the containers: Like all loot boxes these have random material in them and in
general the loot is pretty poor. I have opened at least seven of these and gotten five consumable camouflages and six consumable
flags in each: hardly worthwhile (can earn similar drops in-game for free at tier V). Sure, you might be lucky and get 500
doubloons (in-game currency you buy) but this is unlikely. Like most companies that try to con you to buy loot boxes,
Wargaming does not advertise the actual percentages. So only engage if you like to gamble: because that is exactly what you are
doing with your money.. 95% discount was very sweet.
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